C O M PA N Y OV E R V I E W

INNOVATIONS THAT
UNLOCK YOUR
POTENTIAL

ABOUT AMS SPECTRAL UV

AMS Spectral UV is a world leader in
energy curing technology for printing and
industrial applications.

WHO WE ARE

OUR HISTORY

AMS Spectral UV® is the premier provider of high-power,
high-performance LED and UV curing technologies, along
with IR solutions to printers, OEMs and specialized industries worldwide. Our technologies provide precision spectral
light energy needed for the curing and drying of printed
inks, coatings and adhesives ranging from commercial printing, to packaging and corrugated production, to flexible film
printing, and many other applications.

AMS Spectral UV® was formed in 2017 through the acquisition and merger of Baldwin Technology’s UV and IR division
with Air Motion Systems, Inc., two of the most prominent
and longest-standing companies in the energy-curing space.

Our reputation for excellent products, backed by reliable
customer service and technical support, makes us the leading choice of printers and manufacturers across the globe
who value a responsive and responsible partner in their
equipment investments.
Additionally, our experience working with leading high-tech
companies to develop unique solutions for non-printing
applications - like those required for curing display screens,
adhesives and uniform optical coatings - gives us an advantage over other LED and UV system manufacturers.
A G LO BA L FO OT P R I N T

With manufacturing facilities in River Falls, Wisconsin and
Slough, United Kingdom, we leverage the global sales and
service reach of Baldwin Technology, as well as a complimentary network of select providers to reach customers
anywhere in the world.

Our history traces back to the 1970s with the founding of
Wallace Knight, an early UV leader, and through a later
combination with ColorDry that formed industry leader
Spectral®, leading to the modern evolution of Baldwin’s UV
and IR division. The pivotal combination with U.S.-based
LED-UV market leader AMS paved the way for our crosscontinental modern era.
The combination of AMS with Baldwin was a key way
to expand the service and support structure available to
customers, while increasing the R&D and manufacturing
capabilities that we bring to international markets, and that
are critical for success in our field.
Our experience, capabilities and products make us the
number-one provider of LED-UV, UV and IR systems for
printing in the world, and we offer customers the comfort
of knowing that by choosing AMS Spectral UV®, they are
choosing the best partner, period.

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGIES

We manufacture the world’s most
resilient and reliable curing and drying
technologies.

ON THE CUTTING EDGE WITH R&D

L E E D ® - C E R T I F I E D M A N U FA C T U R I N G

AMS Spectral UV® is devoted to manufacturing the world’s
best curing and drying equipment, built to the highest
performance and safety standards, and using the latest
industry developments, design tools and manufacturing
processes.

Our River Falls, Wisconsin manufacturing facility is Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (Silver LEED) certified, meaning it meets the highest standards for environmentally friendly building design currently set in the United
States.

Our experienced R&D team is dedicated to researching, developing and building curing and drying technologies that
advance the capabilities and applications of LED, UV and IR
to commercial industries - and because of this unwaivering
focus, AMS Spectral UV’s patented technologies are generations ahead in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and overall
engineering and design.

Our United Kingdom facility, based in Slough, also employs
environmentally aware practices with its operations, ensuring that all of our products are built in a manner that aims
to have minimal impact on our planet.

Our global team includes an exceptional research and
development core who work to bring the next generations
of curing and drying equipment to market while developing
allied technologies that improve the performance of our
equipment in the field. All products endure Highly Accelerated Life Testing (HALT) to ensure their life and reliability.
Our knowledge of LED wavelengths, optics, heat-transfer,
chip array packaging, power and micro electronics, mechanical design, as well as IoT (Internet of Things) creates an
unmatched resource for our customers.
EXPERT ENGINEERING

AMS Spectral UV® employs a cross-continental team of experienced engineers who have worked in numerous manufacturing settings. On a daily basis our engineering group
thrives on the challenges posed by our customers, and aims
to ensure all products delivered exceed expectations.

BACKED BY BALDWIN

AMS Spectral UV® is a leading segment of Baldwin Technology Company, whose global reach and market leadership in
process automation and ehancement in the fields of vision
and inspection, color control, rotational cleaning, precision
spray application, fluid temperature control and corona
treatment technologies gives us a large footprint for process
interconnectivity, as well as deploying field-based services
and technical support around the world.
Baldwin, which celebrates more than 100 years of developing innovative technologies for printing, converting, textiles,
films and other industries, is a proud member of the Barry
Wehmiller Group - a $3.0 billion dollar global and peoplecentric enterprise, with the mission of building a better
world through business and technologies spanning numerous industrial segments.

RENOWNED LED CURING SYSTEMS
MEET THE X SERIES™

The X Series™ line of LED curing systems from AMS
S Spectral
UV is the world’s #1 choice for commercial printing,, and for
industrial curing situations that require a flexible and resilW/cm².
ient curing solution at power densities of up to 42W/cm².

We are the world’s leading provider of
LED-UV for high-performance printing
and other industrial applications.

Modules are built using expert assembly processess and
ections,
feature industrial-grade water and electrical connections,
and robust housings and optics that are seamless - not
segmented - to ensure no gaps in curing.

L E A D I N G T H E W AY W I T H L E D

THE BENEFITS OF LED FOR PRINTING

ions
The XP Series™ is ideal for high speed curing situations
rate, and
that require consistent peak intensity to the substrate,
for machines with variable working distances and limited
space, such as offset and flexo printing and other applications that require precision and security with the cure.

When it comes to LED-UV curing systems for printing and
other industrial uses, no other company has influenced
industries more by leading the way with technological
developments than AMS Spectral UV®.

Of all industries today, AMS Spectral UV’s LED curing technology is most used in commercial and packaging printing, because it brings a host of benefits that help printers
produce better work faster, and in a more environmentally
friendly manner.

Additionally, the XO Series™ offers a burst mode for highintensity curing, auto format segmentation, and a range
of user-interchangeable optics to precisely optimize curing
intensities at various distances.

While printing continues to be the single largest industry
for UV curing technology, our systems are also used for curing the next generation of rigid and flexible OLED display
screens, and for adhesives and optical coatings in manufacturing scenarios that require precise, resilient and reliable
curing solutions.

When inks and coatings are cured with LED, they dry (or
“cure”) instantly via a process called photopolymerization
- so that any substrate, including plastics and metallized
stocks, can effectively be printed on - and work can be immediately finished and sent to downstream processes once
it comes off the press, without the need for heat, spray powder or drying time.

All X Series™ systems offer field-serviceable
chip arrays, universal mounting rails, and
are available in standard and MultiWave™
wavelength options between 345nm
and 405nm.
Shown at right are modules from
the X Series™ line of LED-UV curing
equipment from AMS Spectral UV®.
X Series™ modules are the printing

Additionally, LED modules last tens of thousands of hours
longer than traditional UV mercury-arc lamps, reducing the
amount of maintenance required for operation, and they do
not emit heat to the substrate - so sensitive materials can
be printed on without registration issues and without collecting heat, which is a major benefit to many printers.

industry’s leading choice for sheetfed
and web offset printing applications.

LED-UV and MultiWave LED-UV™ Compared to Other UV

UNMATCHED LED CHIP TECHNOLOGY: Designed for the
highest intensity curing applications, our latest genera20

tion of LED chips enables the curing of LED inks and

X Series™ LED-UV™ modules produce pure, intense

coatings at record-setting speeds on printing presses.

UV output at dominate wavelength points, typically
15

These “big” chips are built with resilient components, and
each chip is serialized, identiﬁed and tracked. The semiconductor components are sealed, which allows the chips

Radiant Intensity (AU Approximate)

We are the world’s #1 provider of LED curing systems for
industry applications ranging from sheetfed and web litho
(offset) printing, to mid- and wide-web flexographic (flexo)
and rotogravure (gravure) packaging, as well as inkjet
(digital) narrow and mid-web packaging, because we were
the first to develop uniform, extendable LED modules with
chip technology and optics powerful enough to provide
secure curing at the fastest production speeds and greatest
working distances.

centered at 385 or 395nm (+/- 10nm), and are designed
to match the curing properties of most LED-optimized
10

inks and coatings. Heat, visible light and other wast-

to work in a variety of rugged environments - additionally,
integrated circuits incorporated into the design electroni-

ed spectra found in standard mercury (Hg) UV is no
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longer produced. Additional LED UV wavelengths,

cally protect the LEDs and the entire system. Chip arrays
are designed to meet CE, CSA C22.2, UL 60950 and IEC
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PROVEN CONVENTIONAL UV SYSTEMS

Our UV curing systems are powerful,
ergonomic, and extremely reliable.

QUADCURE™ FOR RELIABILITY

U V WA R R A N T Y P R O G R A M S

A reliable and efficient UV curing system, Quadcure™ is
ideal for printers looking to achieve maximum curing with
minimal power.

We offer comprehensive standard and extended warranty
programs to support your UV investment. Unlike others,
our warranties guarantee no-hassle 24/7 support, including
rapid onsite assistance when needed without the surprise
of hidden fees or charges.
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A STRONG UV HISTORY

THE P3™ UV SOLUTION

AMS Spectral UV® has been manufacturing UV curing systems for decades: Air Motion Systems introduced the first
generation of its Peak UV system to the US market in 2001,
while Baldwin Technology began manufacturing UV-based
curing systems in the 1970s via UK industry pioneer Wallace
Knight, and later Spectral® Nordson, leading to the eventual
formation of Baldwin UV.

A tried-and-true solution for printing, the P3™ UV curing
system incorporates an array of features that printers and
OEMs have asked for - two versions of the system are available: Smart UV™ for standard setups, and Titanium UV™,
where more advanced control and integration is required.

Our UV technology delivers practical solutions to common
issues that have long plagued UV printers and users, and
AMS Spectral UV® now offers two key UV curing solution
lines: P3™ and Quadcure™.
These UV systems offer best-in-class performance, and are
designed to cure traditional UV inks and coatings across a
wide variety of applications in high-production environments, where nonstop use without compromises is the
norm.

Housings are completely liquid-cooled to ensure safe,
consistent performance and uptime, and modules feature a
universal design so that any unit can fit any print unit location. P3™ modules can be changed, inspected and cleaned
quickly and easily, without tools, and lamps slide into
position ergonomically and lock into place smoothly and
securely thanks to a patented mechanism.
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PRIMARC® FOR POWER
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Shown at right, the Quadcure™ UV
curing lamp features plug-and-play
y
electrical and water connections, ass
well as an ergonomic handle that
makes removal of the lamp from the
he
machine easy.

The P3™ UV curing solution from AMS
Spectral UV, shown here, features self-

BUILT TO SPEC: AMS Spectral UV’s curing systems

healing shutters that guarantee realign-

are built in high-tech facilities that use state-of-the-art

ment of the reﬂectors. Seamless water

machinery to create the world’s most resilient and reliable
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equipment. All major system components are custom-
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the module body to ensure no parts

our facilities in River Falls, Wisconsin and Slough, United

fall into the press. This system features

Kingdom.

100% electronic ballasts.

Additionally, our UV System Inspection Program is available
for older systems - w
we inspect and make any needed repairs
to your system onsite
e, ensuring you continue to achieve
onsite,
peak performance.
When you invest in a UV system from AMS Spectral UV®,
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EFFICIENT IR DRYING SYSTEMS

Our IR systems offer energy-effective
drying at maximum press speeds.

T H E F L E XO D RY H D ™ SYST E M

I N N O VA T I V E D I A M O N D - I R ™ L A M P S

The FlexoDry HD™ infra-red (IR) and hot air drying system
draws on Baldwin’s 40 years of experience developing and
supplying IR and hot air drying solutions to the graphic arts
industry for its design and function.

Unlike lamps that use industry-standard reflectors, which
waste energy, our Diamond-IR™ lamps use a unique type
of ceramic reflector that directs all light to the substrate,
resulting in 30% energy savings when compared with other
IR lamps.

ps, an integrated
Its main features include Diamond-IR™ lamps,
n. For safety,
hot air knife and individual module selection.
it features the Guardian™ light curtain, and an optional
camera vision system - Visi-assist™ - allows for press-level
inspection of the drying process.
e temperatures
The IR cassettes are designed to keep surface
wn mode.
low, and systems feature an instant cool-down
ws you to use
Additionally, the FlexoDry HD™ system allows
OC-based coatless ink and fewer chemicals, and remove VOC-based
ings from your production process.

TESTED IR SOLUTIONS

With more than 10,000 IR dryer installations, we are experts
at building IR and hot air systems that significantly outperform other options on the market in terms of four key areas:
safety, efficiency, eco-friendliness and quality.
With systems for digital, offset, flexo, corrugated and a host
of other industrial and commercial printing applications,
our options allow for increased press speeds, lower maintenance costs and operating cost reductions of as much as
30% when compared with other suppliers’ systems.

Shown at right, the FlexoDry HD™ dry-

Additionally, the quality of printing enabled by our IR technologies is impressive - they improve color definition and
print quality, and minimize marking, ghosting and smearing
through the press.
All systems are controlled by an intuitive HMI, which allows
for individual IR control and hot air control.

Shown above is an example of the difference in
brightness and color accuracy that can be obtained

ing module provides reliable, energyconscious drying of inks and coatings
using our patented infra-red technology. Paired with separately controlled
hot air, the system offers an ideal solution for industrial drying applications.

by using our IR drying solutions in a ﬂexo corrugated
printing application.

FLEXODRY HD FOR EFFICIENCY: The FlexoDry HD

SOLUTIONS FOR FLEXO: AMS Spectral UV’s FlexoDry

IR drying system has numerous safety features for

HD drying system beneﬁts from Baldwin’s 40 years

corrugated printing applications, including a board guide

of experience manufacturing IR and hot air drying

and air cushion, as well as optional board detection.

technologies for industrial applications.

This can result is a savings of tens of thousands annually
on a 115” seven-color machine.

RESILIENT POWER & CONTROL SYSTEMS
SEALED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED

Prior to leaving the factory, each power and control system
is rigorously tested to ensure it meets a series of rigid requirements related to safety and performance, ensuring its
seamless operation in the field.

Our power and control systems achieve
peak performance while maintaining
the efficiency of your curing or drying
system.

E A S Y-T O - U S E S Y S T E M S

INTELLIGENT AND EFFICIENT DESIGN

When it comes to operations, AMS Spectral UV® systems
feature robust power supplies with intuitive controls, which
are generally provided via a remote HMI screen that is easy
to understand and navigate.

Our power and control systems are engineered to be robust
and efficient - as well as “intelligent,” in that they incorporate our new generation of IoT technologies so you can
track and measure the performance of your complete curing
system in real time with an unprecedented level of insight
and quality control assurance.

We offer a variety of power supply and control setups
for different applications, from offset to flexography to
extremely wide-format curing requiring multiple modules
or lamps, each designed with the specific end-user and
function in mind.

The latest generation of our power-and-control cabinets
are dust-and moisture-resistant to meet the demanding IP5
classifcation, allowing them to withstand extreme heat and
humidity, and be resiliant to powder and airborn contaminants - making them ideal for operation in stressful conditions anywhere in the world.
Additionally, our power and control systems feature a host
of safety certifications that make them a safe and secure
investment for your business.
I N T E R N AT I O N A L O P T I O N S

Because we support customers around the world, we are experts at building power and control systems that meet the
specific requirements of their country of destination.
Many of our complete systems are additionally available
with country-specific certifications, such as the BG (DGUV
Test) in Germany - the world’s most thorough requirement
for workplace and occupational health and safety.

Each power and control system features top-quality components that are designed to withstand rugged use during
intense curing and drying applications, and are made to
work perfectly with its intended curing or drying system.

Shown at left, the SC-I intelligent power and control system is designed for
driving multiple LED curing modules
up to format sizes of 1100mm each. Its
compact form factor is dust and moisture proof, and ﬁts into narrow spaces

Shown at right is an example of the
remote HMI (human machine interface)
touchscreen, which can be used to ad-

to save ﬂoor space.

just the intensity of LED modules as part
of the system’s controls.

LEADING CERTIFICATIONS: Our power and control

EXPERT ELECTRICAL: Each power and control system

systems are CE and RoHS certiﬁed, and are designed

is produced at one of our state-of-the-art manufacturing

for UL compliance and comformity to all leading safety

facilities, where quality components are used and each

standards in the world. Many of our systems are BG

system is designed for the speciﬁc curing scenario it will

safety certiﬁed for the German market.

be used for.

I N T E L L I G E N T I O T- B A S E D S Y S T E M S

Our IoT intelligence technology tracks
the performance of your curing system
in real time.

I N T E R N E T O F T H I N G S ( I OT ) T E C H N O LO GY

A C T I O N A B L E D ATA

No other company is more active than AMS Spectral UV® in
realizing the curing platform of the future. Our revolutionary IoT (Internet of Things) offering allows real-time data
capture that enables system performance to be measured,
trended and historically analyzed for any variances that
could lead to downtime or reduction of curing performance
every second for the life of your equipment.

Data captured in real-time via IoT is collected and analyzed
by machine learning algorithms, providing actionable information that can be used to improve the performance and
safety of your system and alert you to any variances that
could impact production.

Our standard Pro Connect™ IoT tracks the cooling and
electrical components of each curing system, ensuring that
the temperatures, voltages, water flow rates and other factors are within the correct parameters for safe and effective
equipment operation, and provides proactive support alerts.
Our advanced InteliLED™ IoT systems offer an even broader
array of intelligence about curing performance via apps
and APIs that can be accessed by any user in your organization. An array of graph, gauge and chart-based tools can be
viewed to reveal information about system performance
over time, all of which are intuitive and easy to navigate.

I N F O R M AT I O N A C C E S S

L O N G -T E R M B E N E F I T S

Data captured by our IoT devices can be accessed securely
via any computer with an Internet connection, and reviewed
remotely to garner insights into system performance.

Maintaining rich, granular data related to system performance over time can help identify and correct issues long
before they arise. Our IoT solutions do this by providing realtime usable information, down to the second, that can shed
light on potential problem causes.

By making this data readily available, our IoT systems make
it easy for our customers to use this information to improve
their quality processes and prevent downtime, in a way that
is light-years ahead of traditional industrial equipment fault
logs and online support connections.

For those looking to achieve the best possible results with
their curing, our IoT technology is revolutionary in its ability to output data that sheds light on the parameters that
directly impact each system’s performance.
W
With IoT from AMS Spectral UV®, you are assured of your
sy
system’s exact performance, and you can also assure your
d
downstream customers the ability to reproduce work with a
cconsistency your competitors won’t be able to match.

IoT data can help predict issues that could lead to reduced
curing performance - like those related to temperature,
electrical function and UV output that IoT tracks, as well as
information related to the entire production process.
Shown at left, the InteliLED™ IoT
intelligence system from AMS Spectral
UV® allows users to access system data
from any Internet-connected computer
or device. Rich, actionable information

Additionally, IoT data can be used to improve overall UV
curing performance, by giving equipment operators, as well
as production and quality-control teams, the ability to dive
into more detailed information about each run that can
reveal factors that influenced it.

about the performance of system components is available in real time.

Our IoT offerings stem from a comprehensive development
effort underway at Baldwin Technology to advance connectivity and process intelligence in line with Industry 4.0.

24/7 PERFORMANCE MONITORING: Our IoT technologies
continuously sense a host of peripherals that impact the
performance of your curing system, including UV output
safeguards and water cooling temperatures, which can be
observed to ensure no condensation forms on the press, among
many other insights.

DOWNTIME PREVENTION:

Our IoT technologies

analyze each power supply and LED module’s electrical
characteristics, proactively identifying any issues that
could arise with curing or other electrical output-related
problems and power irregularities.

RELIABLE CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH SUPPORT

Our expert service teams are available
to assist you with technical support,
parts ordering and onsite service.

24/7 PHONE-BASED SUPPORT

F R I E N D LY F I E L D S E R V I C E

With thousands of LED, UV and IR systems installed around
the globe, we provide 24/7 online and telephone-based support so our customers can rest assured that if they encounter any situation that requires assistance, we’ll be there to
help.

Our field service team members are friendly, professional,
and reliable - when onsite at your facility, know that they’ll
treat your business, staff and equipment with the respect
they deserve.

We know the importance if providing technical support to
our customers, and work daily to maintain a responsive and
educated technical-support team.
E A S Y PA R T S O R D E R I N G

At AMS Spectral UV, friendly and helpful reprentatives are
available to help you get the parts you need to stay up and
running.
In addition to local availability of critical spare parts via our
service locations around the world, we offer weekday factory parts ordering, with some orders placed before
3:30 PM CST (USA) and 3:30 PM GMT (UK) able to ship sameday if necessary.

From your installation through regular service and maintainance checks, our field service technicians, including our
network of factory-trained service partners, will provide
exceptional service that is efficient and reliable - just like
our products.

E X C E P T I O N A L C U LT U R E & P E O P L E

At AMS Spectral UV, excellence and
innovation are part of the culture.

U N LO C K I N G O U R P OT E N T I A L

BA L DW I N T E C H N O LO GY ’ S V I S I O N

The greatest asset of AMS Spectral UV® is our people: Our
technicians, engineers, production team, IT department and
customer support staff help ensure that from the moment
you invest in our equipment, you start benefiting from it.

Baldwin Technology’s vision is “transforming business
through the power of human potential,” and this credo reiterates our entire company’s philosophy and commitment
to building excellent products and maintaining exceptional
service standards for the success of all of our customers.

We believe in the products we build, and are continuously
innovating to bring better solutions to our customers. From
helping you obtain energy rebates to supporting you with
LED and UV process experts during your production startup,
we’ll be with you every step of the way as you grow with
our curing technologies.

As part of our larger global mission, Baldwin’s AMS Spectral
UV® team is dedicated to providing unwaivering excellence
to its customers, every day.

USA:

UNITED KINGDOM:

674 Highland Drive
River Falls, WI 54022

552 Fairlie Road, Slough
Berkshire SL1 4PY

tel: +1 (715) 425-5600
fax: +1 (715) 425-5200

tel: +44 175 355 8000
fax: +44 175 355 8100

online: amsspectraluv.com | email: info@amsspectraluv.com

